
I-295/42/I-76 Direct Connection Contract # 3 Temporary Browning Bridge Launch 

The existing Browning Rd. Bridge over I-76/Rt. 42 is being replaced as part of the Direct Connection 

Contract 3 project.  Unlike the Creek Rd over Rt. 42 and Bell Rd. Bridge over Rt. 42, which utilized a 

portion of the existing bridge for the stage work, the Browning Rd. Bridge needs to be completely 

removed before stating the new construction.  Therefore, a temporary bridge will be utilized.  The 

temporary bridge will carry traffic, pedestrians and all utilities. 

The temporary bridge will be to the north of the existing bridge. 

 

The temporary bridge is a truss-style bridge sitting on concrete abutments and a concrete center pier.  

The temporary bridge, manufactured by ACROW Corporation, is a modular truss-style bridge.  Each truss 

section is connected to another section.  The truss sections are assembled in a work area adjacent to 

New St. Mary Cemetery.  The Department has an easement with the Camden Dioceses for this work 

area. 

 



The Contractor has limited room to assemble portions of the bridge. After a section is completed, the 

bridge section is pushed out over the lanes below. This push sequences is also known as a LAUNCH 

sequence. The sections are assembled so there is enough counter-weight behind the center of gravity to 

allow for the pushing of the bridge without the bridge tipping over.  

 

 

 

 

 

The assembly and pushing is repeated until the bridge is across traffic.  ACROW’s plan has three stages 

of assembly/pushing to accomplish the push across traffic. It is expected that each section of assembly 

will take a week.  At the end of the week, on a Friday or Saturday night, the bridge will be pushed.  A 

combination of lane closures and NJSP slowdowns will be utilized on the nights of the push.  The actual 

push should not take the entire shift.  



There is some more work to be done with the assembly area.  We are expecting to see the ACROW 

bridge pieces showing up first week in June, with the possibility of the first section of bridge being 

launched by mid-June, with two weeks of successive assembly launch sequence. 

After the temporary bridge is completely over the lanes, there will be additional nights of lane closures.  

These lane closures are required because there are other activities directly over traffic; laying down deck 

panels, securing utilities to the bridge, assembling the pedestrian walkway, etc.  Actual traffic will not be 

shifted on to the temporary bridge for several weeks after the completed launch due to large amount of 

utility work to be performed and final grading of the road sections leading to the bridge. 

Probably the best way to visualize the ACROW bridge construction is with YouTube videos.  The first is 

ACROW’s animation. ACROW’s animation does show staging similar to the way we will be launching our 

bridge, i.e. in steps. The second is a bridge launch in Florida which appears to have taken only one night 

shift because the entire bridge appears to have been assembled in a very long staging area..  The third is 

a bridge launch in Poland.  The third video shows a bridge that is similar in length and width to the 

Temporary Browning Rd. Bridge.  In the second and third video, those operations had the luxury of very 

long work areas whereas the DC3 project has some tighter constraints, hence the need for ACROW’s 

STEP sequence. 

Acrow Animation 

https://youtu.be/ApY9vbgWKxU 

 

Acrow Florida 

I-75/University Parkway ACROW Temporary Bridge Launch - YouTube 

 

ACROW Poland 

Temporary bridge installation - drone and time lapse video - YouTube    

 

https://youtu.be/ApY9vbgWKxU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GaCRkSm_K_c&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0qpDUYKu-c&t=166s

